This paper takes the form of a dialogue between the two authors, and is in two halves, the first half discursive and propositional, and the second half exemplifying the rhetorical, epistemological and metaphysical affordances of poetry in critically scrutinising the rhetoric, epistemology and metaphysics of educational management discourse.
• alternatives to the military metaphors -targets, strategies and the like -that dominate the soundscape of education;
• the kinds and qualities of the cognitive and feeling spaces that might be opened up by the shifting of methodological boundaries;
• the considerable work done in ethnography on the use of the poetic: anthropologists have long used poetry as a medium for expressing their sense of empathic connection to their field and their subjects, particularly in considering the creativity and meaning-making that characterise all human societies in different ways;
What if our question was not how do they live and learn but when did our walk begin (Ingold & Vergunst 2008) What if we went in search of air of dreams? (Bachelard 1988) In an age of militarism it is no surprise that we might have recourse to military metaphors. They dominate the soundscape of our methodological literatures and the research methods courses we are obliged to put on for our students, so that they may be able to conduct ESRC legitimated research. What are your targets? What will be your strategy? They have come to us somewhat second hand via the planning discourse of MBA programmes and management theory. Research is a military campaign; its messiness sanitized into 'reflective practice' its victims given the protection of 'ethical approval and data anonymity', its policies now entirely colonized by a dominant politics of consumer capitalism. We have to know in advance exactly what our targets will be and how they will be met. Under such imperial demands it is clear that our language too must be pleasing to the King. No strategy, no money. No money, no power. Not the symbolic or the cultural or the social or the economic type. Williams puts is thus:
Part of the frustration of our contemporary position is that political language becomes increasingly dominated by the marketing of slogans, sound bites, and the calculation of short-term advantage, in a way that effectively removes politics from considerations about the transformation of human culture; while a fair amount of what passes for cultural studies relies on fundamentally anti-political accounts of desire and imagination. (Williams 2000a: 10) Some may argue that such a situation requires precisely such violent and military methaphors; that attack requires counter-attack. Such has been the reasoning of 'just war' theory for centuries. We do not accept that this has to be the only way, for, surely in ethnography and education, processes where we simply go for a walk together, then such language makes a travesty of the walk. Any work towards a non-violent way of pursuing an ethnography and educaiton which is founded on carefully, collectively considered principles of justice, can only begin when the weapons are still and language is allowed to sing again. This makes a poetic project in such a context a political act with words; working to rebel phonemically; to change the air. This is not just knee-jerk 'protest poetry', but a struggle to speak of the hidden, unjust things felt in the depths, bodying forth, despite itself, all kinds of emotion, shapes and patterns which are fundamentally disrespectful of what is given, of boundaries. It is in this way that poetry is one potential mode of commitment to chaning the violence of a methodological research management; of 'shifting the boundaries'. This isn't poetry for poetry's sake; this isn't poetry as as therapy in this context; this is poetry for thinking in new shapes and sounds of those things we half know and hope; this is poetry for the sake of gentling the space where violence is writ large and ugly.
We must also remember that the boundaries have always been shifting in ethnographic methodology because human beings, who are the subjects of ethnographic research, are remarkably good at making things up as they go along, naviagating by a whole range of sensory means, not just the relatively recent map and compass. 
Ethnographer-Poets;
There has been considerable work done in ethnography on the use of the poetic. Don Juan in Melanesia gives satirical trace to an ethnographer anti-hero, caught up in the trickeries of the field and the discipline of anthropology. Anthropologists have long used poetry as a medium for expressing their sentiments and their sense of empathic connection to their field and their subjects. The linguistic and hermeneutic turns of the last 30 years, through Geertz (Geertz 1973 ) and Clifford and Marcus (Clifford & Marcus 1986) in particular, through the development of ethnographic poetics and the exploration of new artistic media for expressing anthropological and educational insight has brought a rich vein of writing and expression into play. Hymes was a poet. So were/are so many other anthropologists. Of course they arethe thinkers and thankers, there are more ways than paragraphs and prose for the correspondences that ethnographic life and learning bring into encounters, for the Baudelairean synaesthesia to enter into our powers of expression. Theatre, film, visual media, art, artefacts, museums, archives, exhibitions, musicall can be called upon to walk us towards other truths about the experience of collecting, cataloguing and clarifying so-called data.
Perhaps of real significance among recent projects in Anthropology -ethnography's parent discipline -has been the work of Hallam and Ingold (Hallam & Ingold 2007) The Hallam and Ingold ASA volume takes human creativity as its site for anthropological investigation. It was published collecting together insights about the way in which human being learn to create and are makers and creators begins, perhaps rather startlingly, as follows: "There is no script for social life. We make it up as we go along." As well as a conference theme the work in the volume, conference and exhibition was also straining towards considering the place of creativity in ethnographic methodology anew. Since Writing Culture (Clifford & Marcus 1986 ) and the cultural turn in anthropology there has been a considerable focus on representation with poetry as one form among many the focus of field work and also of experiments in different ways of representing the work done in the field. What Hallam and Ingold and other contributors were opening out in their endeavours was a space for dwelling in the processes of making and creating rather than turning to representation as the first resort. Their turn is a methodological turn as a turn to making, craft and creating. Our work, is, correct me if I'm wrong, my friend, also about making, crafting and creating languaging spaces through poetry in education.
Methods of 'redress'
From such languaging work comes symbolic thinking about how arts and humanities might serve ethnographers in expressing and representing their 'data' and dwelling, or on examining the poetic aspects of life, with an equal attempt at poetry. Art represents art; a poem stands in for a dance and so on. The political 'redress' of poetry (and the arts -but our concern here is poetry) has not been the subject. Yes, how the arts of persuasion might serve in the linear lines of argument that win the day, but 'no' to the more tentative, mother-tongue lullabies that lull us into rest with words and shaped breathe. 'Yes', to its place in the games of constructing varieties of phonemic authority, its place in giving greater colour to other words, but 'no' to the greyscale, the clouding of reason, the gasp that is the first animal cry to shock or awe. And an equal no to 'indifference' Woolf's great way of stopping repeating the words that make war and Bergson's characteristic for laughter, for the place where the fabric language and carefully learned rhetorical power gives way entirely, in infinite variety to something which is not of empathy, or aesthetics or irony but which is the poem which draws out a smile, and the poem which we skip, leafing through the anthology or book for a fragment that will arrest the questing gaze.
We walk on, wounded. For whilst it is clearly important that we believe military campaigns are always meticulously planned and executed and with minimum casualties, such that it makes for an excellent model for our research, precision bombing -always right on target; goals achieved, targets met, success evaluated -it is more important to remember otherwise. Other Wise.
If boundaries are shifting in ethnographic methodology then this suggests that more, less or different amounts of space may be available. More talk? Less talk? More of certain kinds of talk? Ah Ha. Less of the trusted talk. The informal talk. The rebellious talk. The talk for which there is no consent? Less talk which is trust talk. Ethics committees cut down and carve out the kinds of spaces available for ethnographers to work in. Self censorship prevails. Difficult and controversial subjects avoided 'to be on the safe side'
That's whose side I'm on The safe side.
You asked whose side are you on are their guns in your hands or violets?
And if there are guns that's okay as long as you have been trained in their use (there is funding available) and know where to find the safety catch.
And if violets then they must first give written permission and you must be aware of the great dangers involved in looking on beauty, lest you forget yourself and become just.
This work and the poetry exchanges contained here, are part of a dialogue which has come out of a common concern with the way poetry can say things and mock things, and create things which other ways of working with words cannot. Poetry is persuasive, it is patterned breath, it both redresses through its many metaphors and meanings, and through the way it shifts phonemic authority. Poetry can also sate terrific indifference at the words which rule and maim and send soldiers into killing fields, and researchers chasing after dubiously constructed funded research. As such, it offers a potential redress (not the -there are no great claims to be made here, that would not be poetry's redress) to methodological authority as well as to discursive attempts at scripting social life, as given, real, without alternative. At once inductive, intuitive, spiralling in approach, poetic methods -if we may speak of assembling words and the wide white spaces around them and using them in such a way as to create a 'how' -may provide a choreography, something of the spin, and grace of dance, something of the stamp of anger, the learning to defy gravity with the whole of being -that, perhaps -is research methodology, educational ethnography. For who, indeed, 'can tell the dancer, from the dance' (Yeats).
The ethics committee was not convinced that the data gathered will conform to the requirements of the funding councils The research design must be expressed in language appropriate to the outcomes There must be outcomes for there to be ethics. for there to be any, any approval.
What you call poetry we call jargon.
It is our strategic priority that all applications must conform to plain English.
You may not say that you wish to go, and look on beauty and linger in her presence, and listen to her song.
That, you may not say.
There is no economic imperative. (Turner 1995) and consider, yet again, how great it would be for poetry to be the rebel, the jester, the joker, the thing, to catch the conscience of the king. It would let us draw parallels between Lear's heath and the siren sounds of poetry speaking back to policy. Structure (all that dominates, all that manages, all that is military, all that is bad) Anti-structure -women, wolves, phases of the moon. Us. But its not quite that simple or even, if we may use the word, true. Gillian Rose tells of the diremption between Law and Ethics. I love her book, The Broken Middle -though try as I might I am not yet sure what the middle is or how it got broken, only that the redress she provides through an elegant and rhetorical and oft times parodic philosophy calls us to avoid short cuts, easy solutions, the belief that destroying great institutions (universities; methodologies) might somehow allow us to put something better in their place.
'Diremption' Rose sees as the forcible or even violent separation of law from ethics. She is concerned, against the grain of some aspects of postmodernist and poststructuralist thinking to resist attempts to tidy up the mess of relating social structures and institutions to everyday life. She sees at every turn in poststructuralist and post-holocaust thinking a determination to elevate death and justice and to imbue these with the power to 'mend the broken middle, to create a holy middle' (Rose 1992: 57) . through force and fantasy, to create through separation and dualistic thinking what William's terms 'communities of the perfect' (Williams 2000b ).
As our common institutions and political action crumble under the pressures of neoliberalism and globalization, as the nation state comes to make less sense to us a citizens then law and ethics are dirempted, to use Rose's terms. Morality becomes a fluid, personal business and law is the work of the state:
It has become easy to describe trade unions, local government, civil service, the learned professions: the arts, law, education, the universities, architecture and medicine as 'powers'. And then renouncing knowledge as power, too, to demand total expiation for domination, without investigation into the dynamics of configuration, of the triune relation which is our predicament -and which, either resolutely or unwittingly, we fix in some form, or with which we struggle, to know, and still to misknow and yet to grow .....Because the middle is broken -because these institutions are systematically flawed -does not mean they should be eliminated or mended. (Rose 1992: 285) Here, in this difficult passage, Rose is pointing to the way in which, by demanding the end to all domination and by refusing to associate with the institutions of society and of political power, we try and cover over the mess of life rather than working together to find ways of living together which will include, even embrace the brokenness and the impossibilities.
Surely this is poetry's method, and therefore poetry's potential methodological redress. Neither structure nor anti-structure, but working away with words and their spaces to embrace -in these sense of gathering in and in the sense of loving -the fragility and messiness of worlds, half known, misknown, but attempted nonetheless, attempted.
What is to hand? My computer gives me a way (a method perhaps) for checking the typescript (the script that I make up as I go along). A Spell check. A grammar check. I run it. It makes me smile. All poetry is a 'fragment (consider revising).'
(LS) Dear Alison, I think you are exemplifying how a new kind of space can be opened up, by dispensing with the scripted thoughts that usually occupy the territory we call methodology. Truth to tell, I was initially daunted by the task we set ourselves -or rather, that I set up and you kindly assented to! On the one hand, I was glad that writing this paper meant there was an opportunity for me to resolve the division, disjunction, discontinuity, that I have long felt between my research-writing and my poetry-writing, between these different personal/professional identifications of myself. On the other hand… on the other hand, I find I think and write most intensely in these small interstices, on some threshold between here and there, roaming wilfully over a patch of border territory, living not just with but within these modest contradictions.
What is the problem, exactly? What are my assumptions and beliefs about research, about poetry?
The trouble with doing research in the social sciences -one of its troubles -is my consciousness that I am expropriating -by investigating, representing, interpreting, making public -the lived experience, the uttered word, of others: a personal ethical conundrum that eludes the procedural hygiene of codes of conduct, ethics committees and so forth.
And a further problem is that when I write within the usual conventions of a research journal or report I am unwittingly but ineluctably creating boundaries and barriers which cut readers (and myself) off from engaging holistically with unstable data and its vivid meanings. Thus I prevent readers from acquiring insights into the particular sociocultural cosmos which I am in the very act of attempting to reveal to them.
My professional and civic integrity is continually in question; I am in danger of becoming a stranger to myself.
These and other difficulties of the social science research paradigm are economically set out by Bagley (2008) In struggling with my half of this paper, I shall not spend anything like as much time on this literature as it deserves. Purely for my own purposes, I've grouped together the kinds of argument that have been urged in favour of arts-based, or arts-like, inquiry as follows:
ethics: the researcher finally gives up claims to objectivity and the particular kind of expropriation of others' identity and experiences to which that leads (e.g. epistemology: we need representations of knowledge which themselves enact and make manifest -through 'bricoleurship' -the provisionality and 'fuzziness' of knowledge in the social sciences (e.g. de Beer 2003, Luce-Kapler 2005); and we also need to recognise that the arts create a different kind of knowledge -'not the goal of curiosity but the fruit of experience' [1] perhaps -with which we can enrich social, particularly educational, research (e.g. Gitlin and Peck 2008, Humphreys and Hyland 2002) expression: the language of academic research should divest itself of the 'managerialist' and 'performative' discourse which has infected it, and be more like poetry in its sensuousness and felt emotion (Abbs 2003 , Cahnmann 2003 the unconscious: the gifts of the non-rational mind -memories, dreams, reflections -should be welcomed as part of the cognitive project of inquiry for understanding (e.g. McIntosh 2008) education: these modes of engaging in inquiry are in themselves educative, artistically and socially (e.g. Eisner 1993) Well, this is a pretty perfunctory list, but perhaps it gives a sense of the scale and nature of the claims that are made on behalf of arts-based inquiry. But the real reason for my cursory treatment of this rich material is because what I want to do with my share of our text is to understand better -the personal being the methodological -how the poet-I has tried to engage with (be understood by? get the better of? become one and the same as?) the researcher-me, and vice versa. Of course I'd hope that in the process some of that literature will have rubbed off on me.
In a previous article (Saunders 2003) I suggested that poetry seeks to:
• present rather than argue;
• offer insights rather than build theory;
• add to the sense of the world's variety rather than negotiate and refine a consensus;
• play (with ideas) rather than work towards a closure;
• 'make new' rather than seek to replicate or systematically build on what has gone before;
• proceed by association and image rather than evidence and logical consequence;
• engage, surprise, attract, shock, delight, connect the unconnected, stir the memory and fertilise the unconscious;
• communicate something ultimately unsayable (the paradox of poetry) because uniquely arising from the poet's personal vision and interpretation.
Although I would probably word these notions differently now (and of course they do not comprise a definition of all poetry), I hope they offer some provocations to colleagues to meet us in conversation about such comparisons and contrasts. The questions I went on to pose in that paper were:
• in what circumstances could or should these be the aims of educational research?
• for what set of reasons, connected with the nature of educational research, is it legitimate to seek to engage directly with the reader rather than, say, present an argument which can be debated and subjected to falsification?
• what do writers who write in what might be called a poetic mode hope to gain for educational research, which presumably they believe is not possible through propositional discourse?
I sidestepped, danced with, rather than answered, those questions, because I could not find a way to imagine the circumstances in which the aims of educational research and poetry could really be identical. (This does not mean I have not argued strongly for the work of the imagination to be valued more highly in both research and teaching -see, for example, Saunders 2004.)
The trouble with poetry -one of its troubles -is that it is not biddable. The conventional metaphor is the elusive figure of the Muse who comes and goes as she wills, not as the poet wishes. Poetry is not the product of reason, though a poem may make passing use of the art of reasoning: 'Yes, I remember Adlestrop -/ The name, because one afternoon / Of heat the express-train drew up there / Unwontedly. It was late June.' [2] Pressing a poem into service of anything other than itself, its passage from silence into language and back into silence, risks producing an artefact that is too willed, too conscious, with extrinsicand therefore ultimately resistible -designs on the reader, an indiscreet desire to demonstrate or prove something.
This means that, as a poet, I have innumerable half-begun poems, single lines or phrases, half-glimpsed possibilities for poems, scattered through notebooks, on my computer, in my head, on paper napkins and till receipts and even, if no writing implements are to hand, spoken into my own voicemail. This is the price I pay for the few that reach some kind of ontic state, their fragile capacity to exist apart from my desire. But as a researcher I have always needed to know that I will finish my paper, publish the report, give the presentation, come to a conclusion however minor and provisional. I do not think that this is only because no-one is waiting expectantly for my poems, whereas the grant-funders and commissioners of my research are absolutely certain to make a fuss if it fails to appear. It's because research bravely sets off into the field or bush and always comes back with swag in its bag -even nothing found is a finding. Poetry on the other hand often just shrugs its shoulders, says to the crestfallen poet 'You're not up to this' and walks out the door. Maybe it will come back tomorrow. Or next week. Next year. Meantime, of course, the poet must keep writing and reading, must practise, practise, keep the faith. But it isn't poetry she's making.
A recent book (Sennett, 2008) claims that to become an expert craftsperson takes at least 10,000 hours of practice whether you're a master-carpenter or a concert pianist.
When we look to poetry (or art, or music, or dance) to re-present data, are we meant to be assessing the poem, the performance, in terms of some superordinate research criteria -which must perforce remain implicit and unexamined in such a context -or in terms of the practised, expert, painstaking art with its burden (= repeated song) of skill, traditions and disciplines made good through lifetimes of devotion? Or can we keep the cake we're intent on eating?
Worse What, then, does poetry do? In another paper obsessed with such issues (Saunders 2006) I proposed that poetry is a kind of gift-object whose characteristic is its 'gratuitousness'. It is useless in the fullest and best sense of the word -non-instrumental, the antithesis of utilitarian, possessing neither use-nor exchange-value.
Paradoxically, however (I went on to argue), poetry has long been a touchstone for and an expression of society's deeply-held values and beliefs, it has wielded moral agency way beyond its scale -think of the shaman-poets of ancient Ireland executing wrongdoers with the moral force of their satires; or Irina Ratushinskaya's world-famous 'No, I Am Not Afraid' riposte to her 20 th century Soviet gaolers.
In trying to reconcile the notion of the gratuitousness of poetry with the idea that poetry can and does make profound ethical claims on both poet and reader, I cited Seamus Heaney on what he has called (citing Wallace Stevens' 1951 essay 'The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words') the 'redress' of poetry:
[The redress of poetry] is the imagination pressing back against the pressures of reality… This redressing effect of poetry comes from its being a glimpsed alternative, a revelation of potential that is denied or constantly threatened by circumstances. And sometimes, of course, it happens that such a revelation, once enshrined in the poem, remains as a standard for the poet, so that he or she must then submit to the strain of bearing witness in his or her own life to the plane of consciousness established in the poem. (Heaney 1995, page 1 sqq.) In expounding the ethical proposition of 'poet as witness', Heaney emphasised 'poetry's solidarity with the doomed, the deprived, the victimised, the under-privileged', and he went on to note that 'it has been the tragic destiny of several writers in the Soviet Union and the Eastern bloc countries to feel this call to witness more extremely than most others'. But then, taking Mandelstam as exemplar, he followed this train of thought through to a place that makes enormous space for poetry nonetheless to be fully itself:
The essential thing about lyric poetry, Mandelstam maintained, was its unlooked-for joy in being itself… Mandelstam implied that it was the poet's responsibility to allow poems to form in language inside him, the way crystals formed in a chemical solution… Mandelstam's witness [was] … to the art of poetry as an unharnessed, non-didactic, non-party-dictated, inspired act. (Heaney 1988, page xix.) And all those negatives -the 'uns' and 'nons' -are themselves, perhaps, an echo of Keats' 'negative capability'; they give us a delicate sense of the pulsating, receptive silence that always surrounds on all sides, as it were, the thing that is made of, in, through, by, spoken-written words.
So for me, dear friend, the role of poetry as a mode of knowing-the-world is not -except by accident -representational. Rather, it is phenomenological, in the sense that uses the term: 'independent of causality' (page xvii). The poem is both wholly unexpected and an immediate appeal to the evoked senses, including the mind. So the act of writing poetry must encompass and permit 'dreamwork as well as photography' (Heaney 1995, page 71) . The work of poetry is the discipline of the imagination working in an ultimately unknowable body. It is expressed on the literally-metaphorically exhaled breath, with the multiply-voiced rhetorics of rhyme -the precisions of half-rhyme, assonance, alliteration -and of rhythm, the heartbeat andante or accelerando or standing-on-its-head. It knows how the airiness of vowels makes consonants sing. It reacts with the white space/silence around it, it drops meaning into the held breath of the line-break and the stopped breath of the stanza-break.
So as a researcher I have to question the capacity of, indeed the need for, poetry to 'represent' 'data' truthfully and trustworthily.
Stevens (1951) goes further: '…I might be expected to speak of the social, that is to say sociological or political obligation of the poet. He has none…' I'm not sure I would be so adamant as that; I'm more with Heaney when he says 'there is a certain jubilation and truancy at the heart of an inspiration' (Heaney 1988 , page xviii; my emphasis): I take him to mean the spirit of transgression that 'rebels against phonemic authority ' (Appelbaum 1990, page 44) , that joyfully critiques and resists a sullen and diminished reality, that is evocative, emotive, empathic, emancipatory. Arts-based research approaches clearly share in such educative desires. But truancy is also self-exclusion: it is the prerogative of poetry to absent itself from the action, to fall silent. In a tender, provocative article making the case for a 'romantic' perspective on education, Smith (2008) invokes 'the ability to create a kind of silence' (page 195) as antidote to 'knowingness' and 'the racket of evidence, data, research findings…'
I've argued myself to a standstill, and very far from a resolution. Perhaps what I think is simply that poetry's role in research -as distinct from in education more generally -is best thought of as creative companion to, not substitute for, expository discourse. I could point to an extended example of this in my own work (Saunders 2007) , where I responded to a colleagues' paper on narrative in action research with a series of short poems.
Let me recall why we made the poetry that appears below. The dialogue we concocted (= cooked, as in an alembic) through our poems was created in joyful surprise at encountering each other, in our words a long time before we met in person. Do you remember how we started and finished the entire sequence over the course of a single summer? What we were trying out were ways of interrupting, disrupting, pressing back against, the economistic, managerialist and instrumentalist tropes of education, a form of language which, in this period in the UK and elsewhere, occupies and pre-occupies the agentic as much as the phonemic space we have, and insults education while it exults over teachers and learners. For us, poetry was and is the obvious medium in which to address/redress this colonisation; and so we had tried in the process of composition to realise the ethical as well as rhetorical affordances of poetry. We celebrated a sense of playful relationship between self and other, of embodiment and emotions, of real (rather than abstract) places wherein constructively critical thinking can flourish -the stuff of which pedagogy is made.
It may be that the discourse of educational research is equally and comprehensively oppressive as that of education management, in need of the same kind of resistance and redress, that is, in need of the 'nobility' of poetry, the 'violence from within that protects us from a violence without', as Stevens (op.cit.) put it. Nonetheless, having (as a member of the Be that as it may, poets have the great good fortune to live 'in a vast echo-chamber of multiple cadences, an entire symbolic world, which gives them freedom from fashion's oppression and from particular cults and allegiances' (noted, but not necessarily precisely quoted, from a lecture by Abbs, 2005 
Blue Jewels (LS)
You wore them when we met in the museum's new café where the lights were blaring, the acoustic way too bright, but we sashayed with our trays to the plastic chairs and began the exchange of dangerous gifts, words as beads, like the inlaid eyes of an ivory effigy fiery and blue as a Bactrian sky. They call it lapis lazuli. Mujaheddin emptied the mines made by invaders, spent the earth exacting dollars and mortars from its difficult rock.
The lapidary phrase is the art of plain speaking, the skill of chiselling your meaning straight on your listener's heart. The stone of friendship and truth, the dangerous exchange in a mountain-pass under a star-chilled night, is dynamite of such delicate power, it may be ground down to flour for eye-paint the royal shade of Roxana's gown. So we met, and sometimes my gaze would stray from the hill-spate of your words, where my clouded sentences had begun to come clean, towards the flesh of your throat and earlobes, the blue beads revelling in their queenliness, medicinal and true. It is our settled will that having settled our will we settle for competence efficiency professionalism.
P_O (AP)
This is the policy.
Ours.
Our policy. This will deliver. This will deliver up a curriculum for excellence, standards for success.
And across the Seven Seas, across seven, there will be competence between us. And excellence and ceaseless efficiency and professional success. And between us there will be success, I say.
Standards.
Quality.
And of the rolling out there will be no end.
In place of rest:
efficiency.
In place of beauty: excellence.
In place of diversity: national standards.
In place of brokenness and the tenderness (which is learning's due): quality's roar.
In place of dancing: rolling out.
And there, look, in the path of the excellent rollers:
violets.
there were […] crushed […] now […] violets. 
Indicators of Soft (LS)
'
